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Abst rac t - - In  this paper we give a group classification for a dissipation-modified Korteweg-de Vries 
equation by means of the Lie method of the infinitesimals. We prove that, by using the nonclassical 
method, we get several new solutions which are unobtainable by Lie classical symmetries. We obtain 
nonclassical symmetries that  reduce the dissipation-modified Korteweg-de Vries equation to ordinary 
equations with the Painlev~ property. These solutions have not been derived elsewhere by the singular 
manifold method. (~) 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When heating an open horizontal iquid layer from the air side, as a first instability of the 
motionless tate one expects oscillatory Marangoni-B~nard convection rather than a stationary 
convective pattern. The disturbances generated by such an instability are actually capillary- 
gravity waves sustained by the Marangoni thermocapillary effect. In the case of a shallow liquid 
layer when the wavelength of motions is much larger than the depth of the layer, the propagation 
of some of these waves can be described by nonlinear equations [1]. These equations include 
the Korteweg-deVries (KdV) equations upplemented by additional terms of the Kuramoto- 
Sivashinsky type, 
ut +~1 ~- +~2u~x~ +~u~ +~3ux~ +u~ +(~5 ~- =0,  (1) 
T X~ 
describing nonlinear convection and the input of energy produced by Marangoni forces on the long 
scales together with energy dissipation on short scales, where u(x, t) denotes urface deformation, 
(~ and f~ are coefficients, and e is a smallness parameter. 
The application of Lie transformations group theory for the construction of solutions of nonlin- 
ear partial differential equations (PDEs) is one of the most active fields of research in the theory 
of nonlinear PDEs and applications. The fundamental basis of the technique is that, when a dif- 
ferential equation is invariant under a Lie group of transformations, a reduction transformation 
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exists. In order to determine solutions of PDE (1) that are not equivalent by the action of the 
group, we must calculate the one-dimensional optimal system [2]. Most of the required theory 
and description of the method can be found in [2]. 
Motivated by the fact that symmetry reductions for many PDEs are known that are not 
obtained by using the classical Lie group method, there have been several generalizations of the 
classical Lie group method for symmetry reductions. The notion of nonclassical symmetries was 
first introduced by Bluman and Cole [3] to study the symmetry reductions of the heat equation. 
Since then, a great number of papers have been devoted to the study of nonclassical symmetries 
of nonlinear PDEs in both one and several dimensions (see, e.g., [4-7]). 
Recently there have been some doubts about the efficiency of the nonclassical or conditional 
symmetries in order to obtain new exact solutions of some classes of nonlinear partial differential 
equations. In [8], Zhdanov and Lahno stated that, for parabolic PDEs, the nonclassical method 
seems inefficient in the sense that, once new nonclassical symmetries have been obtained, per- 
forming the symmetry reductions gives rise to invariant solutions that do in fact correspond to 
Lie symmetries. The aim of this paper is to prove that the nonclassical method applied to (1) 
gives rise to new characteristic solutions of (1) which are not group-invariant and, consequently, 
cannot be obtained by Lie classical symmetries. This result is a counterexample of the statement 
done in [8]. 
An ODE is said to possess the Painlev6 property (PP) when all the movable singularities 
are simple poles [9-11]. In [12], Est6vez and Gordoa developed a method for identifying the 
nonclassical symmetries of PDEs using the singular manifold method (SMM) based on the PP 
as a tool. They propose the following conjecture: "The singular manifold method allows us 
to identify the nonclassical symmetries that reduce the original equation to an ODE with the 
Painlev6 property." 
In [13], Cerver6 and Zurr6n have analyzed the nonclassical symmetries with T # 0 as well as 
the contact symmetries of (1) with B = ol3 ~--- 0 ,  Ot 4 = 1,  O~ 2 = ~,  Ot 5 = 6, and al  = 6A+5"~. In this 
work, the Galilean invariance of the equation was shown and the solutions arising from the related 
ODE were classified in terms of the physical parameters. Based on the fact that all the equations 
studied up to 1996 have shown a direct correspondence b tween the nonclassical method and 
the SMM, they claim, by using SMM, that the only nonclassical symmetries admitted by (1) are 
translations. Nevertheless, for (1), we have derived two new nonclassical symmetries for which 
the corresponding associated similarity reductions leads to two different ODEs of Painlev~ type. 
2. L IE SYMMETRIES  AND OPT IMAL  SYSTEMS 
We consider the classical Lie group symmetry analysis of (1). Invariance of (1) under a Lie 
group of point transformations, with infinitesimal generator 
v =~(z,t,~)o~ +~-(x,t,~)o~ +~(x,t,u) O~, (2) 
leads to a set of ten determining equations for the infinitesimals ~(x, t, u), ~-(x, t, u), and ~(x, t, u), 
by using the MACSYMA program symmgrp.max [14]. The solutions of this system depend on 
the parameters of the equation. For general a l ,  a2, a3, as, and 8, the only symmetries admit- 
ted by (1) are the group of space and time translations, which are defined by the infinitesimal 
generators 
Yl = Ox, V2 = Ot. 
In Table 1, we list the only cases for which (1) has extra symmetries. 
For the sake of completeness, we next provide the generators of the nontrivial one-dimensional 
optimal system, similarity variables and similarity solutions and the corresponding reduced equa- 
tions (in Table 2), where A,#,7 E IR* are arbitrary. In Table 2, for i = 0, 2.2, we have reduced 
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Table 1. Each row shows the parameters and the extra symmetries, where k = ~2/16. 
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i Values V~ V~ V5 ~ 
1 a l  = a2 = 0, (x + 3/~t) 0x + 4tOt 
2 oq ~: O, c~5 = 0 ~ltOx + Ou 
3 a l¢  O, c~ltOz + Ou (x + 3Bt) Oz + 4tff-~ - 3uOu 
Or2 = Ot 3 -~ Or5 ~ 0 
4 al = a5 = O, uO~ a(x, t)O~ 
8a3 - 3a 2 ¢ 0 
1 [x + a (~ - ~k)  t] o~ 
5 a l  = as = 0, uO~ 4 a(z, t)O~ 
80~ 3 - -  3~2 2 = 0 0 
+t~t + k [Bt - x] uO~ 
Table 2. Each row shows the infinitesimal generators Ui of the optimal systems, as 
well as their similarity variables zi and similarity solutions ui, where 51= (3/4)a22k-~, 
62 = ot2k - B, p = f~-  A. 
i Ui z~ ui ODE~ 
0 AVI + I/2 x - At h(z) h m + ~2h H + ~3h' + ph + -~h 2 + ~shh' = k 
1 V 1 (x - f~t)t -1/4 t-1/2h(z) a3 4y m - zy + 2c~5(y') 2 = k lz  + k2 
~5 
2.1 V32 t ~ + h(z) a l th '  + a lh  + B = 0 
c~l t
2.2 I/2 + V 2 z crl t2 h(z) + t h m + h" a h' ~ = --  C~2 q- 3 q- h 2 + ~h + z k 
2 
3 V43 (x - ~t)t -1/a t-S/4h(z) 4h '"  + 4C~lhh ~ - zh ~ - 3h = 0 
4 AV1 + V2 + vV  4 x - At h(z) exp(q,t) h m' + a2h'" + a3h" + ph' + ~/h = 0 
5 ttV 5 + V45 (x + 52t)t -1/4 h(z)t~e -4k(x+51t) 4h m' - zh' + 4#h = 0 
the  order  by in tegrat ing  once w i th  respect  to  z; for i = 1, by means  of the  change of variables: 
h(z)  = y ' ( z ) ,  we have reduced the  order  by in tegrat ing  twice w i th  respect  to  z. 
ODE21 can  be easi ly in tegrated  and  we f ind the fol lowing exact  so lut ion of (1): 
x k U- - - - - -h - - - - - - -  
ct l t  t c~1 
The  l inear equat ion  ODE4,  which can be t rans formed into the  Laguer re -Forsyth  canonica l  form, 
hm'+ a lh '+  aoh = 0 (see, e.g., [7]), has  a symmetry  a lgebra  of max imal  order  8 for f l -A  = a3/16  
and y = a2a/256. 
3.  NONCLASSICAL  SYMMETRIES  
The basic idea of the  method is that  the  PDE (1) is augmented  w i th  the  invar iance surface 
condi t ion  ~_~Ou+ Ou 
Oz r~-v=0,  (3) 
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which is associated to the vector field (2). By requiring that both (1) and (3) are invariant 
under the transformation with infinitesimal generator (2), an overdetermined nonlinear system of 
equations for the infinitesimals ~(x, t, u), T(X, t, U), and ~?(x, t, u) is obtained. We can distinguish 
two different cases. 
In the case 7 ¢ 0, the nonclassical method applied to (1) gives rise only to the classical 
symmetries. 
In the case T = 0, without loss of generality, we may set ~ = 1 and the determining equation 
for the infinitesimal ff is 
c~5~l~xu + C~l~xU + as~?2r]uuu + 2c~5~77uzu~z~x + c~277xxx + 47777uu~z + 4~uxT?zz 
+a3r~ + 3r/~ (r/z) 2 + 6772~uuu~x + 127pTuuz~ x + 10~ff~77uu~/x + 3c~2?7~uuf]x + 6~uxx~x 
+4~u~Tux~ z 4- 3(~2~ux~z 4- 3ozsr~x 4- b~x 4- ~4~Tuuuu 4- 477377uuux 4- 6~73~u~Tuuu 
4-a2~73r/~ + 6r /2r /~ + 12~72~Tu~Tuu~ + 3~7~x + 47 3 (r]uu) 2 4- 12~2~uu 
4-7 2, ,2 77 i~?u) ~u~ + 3a2r/2r~u~uu + aar/2r~, + 4r~r/uz~x + 6~?~]u~u~ + 3a2r~,xx + 8r~ (~x) 2 
+4~? (r/u) 2 ~,x + 3a~?ur/uz + 2a3~uz + 2C~s~2r~, + rh + a~r/2 = 0. 
(4) 
The complexity of this equation appears for many ~- = 0 symmetries [6]; this is the reason why 
we cannot solve (4)' in general. Thus we proceed, by making an ansatz on the form of V(x, t, u) 
to solve (4). Due to the invariance under temporal and spatial translations, we take t + to = t 
and x + x0 = x without loss of generality. 
In [13], they have obtained, by using SMM, that the only nonclassical symmetries admitted 
by (1) are translations. In the following, we compare these results with our results by using the 
nonclassical method. In Table 3, we list new nonclassical generators r /=  rl(x , t) corresponding 
to specific sets of values for c~j, j = 1, 2, 3, 5, and/3, the corresponding similarity solutions and 
the corresponding ODEs. By solving these ODEs, we obtain the following exact special solutions 
of (1): 
x a5 In t k ~ x 2 k 2~x - ~2t + 60~3 
- -  - -  , U2  : - - 4 -  - -  Ul a l t  alit + t a~ 6aSt t 1/3 6aS 
Table 3. Each row shows the infinitesimals, imilarity solutions and ODE/. 
i Values ~(x,t) ui ODEi 
1 gg 
1 al # o - -  - -  + h(t) 
~l  t c~l t
a2t2h ' + a2th + c~lBt + c~5 = 0 
z ~ z 2 •z  
2 a l  = O, a5 7 ~ 0 "3a5t 3a5 6ctst 3a5  + h(t )  9as th  ~ + 3ash  - 2B2t + 3oc3 = 0 
We make the following remarks. 
• For c~1 ~ 0 and a5 ~ 0, (1) does not admit any classical symmetry but translations. 
Consequently Ul, which is not a travelling wave reduction, cannot, be obtained by Lie 
classical symmetries. If a5 = 0 and/3 = 0, the solution ul blows up in finite time. 
• For c~5 ¢ 0 and a2 7 ~ 0 and a l  = 0, u2 cannot be obtained by Lie classical symmetries. If 
= a3 = k = 0, the solution u2 blows up in finite time. 
Therefore, for (1), by using the nonclassical method, we have obtained two new symmetries that 
lead to ODEs which satisfy the PP: These symmetries were not obtained in [13] by using the 
SMM. Therefore, for (1), the nonclassical method is more general than the SMM and the SMM 
does not identify all the nonclassical symmetries that reduce the equation to ODEs with the PP. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we have seen a classification of symmetry reductions of a dissipation-modified 
Korteweg-deVries (1) using the classical Lie method of infinitesimals. 
We have proved that for (1), the nonclassical method is susceptible to obtain symmetry reduc- 
tions which are unobtainable by using the Lie classical method and the exact solutions obtained 
are not group invariant solutions. Consequently, in contradiction to the statement in [8], we have 
proved that (1) is an equation for which the nonclassical method with ~- = 0 is "efficient". 
We have compared the symmetry reductions of this equation by using the nonclassical method 
with those derived in [13] by using the SMM. For this equation, we have derived two new non- 
classical symmetries that reduce the equation to ODEs with the Painlev6 property and were not 
obtained in [13] by the SMM. Therefore, for this equation, the nonclassical method and the SMM 
lead to different reductions. 
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